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AbstrscO. Mixed computation is processing of an incomplete information. Its product are a 
partially processed information and a so-called residual program destint_d to complete in sequel 
the processing of the remaining information. Many kinds of practical work with programs are 
nothing more but obtaining a residual program. We demonstrate, as an example, the application 
of mixed computation to compilation. Under computational approach mixed computation gen- 
eralizes the operational semantics of a language by inclusion of steps which generate residual 
program instructions. Under transformational approach the residual program is obtained as ;i 
result of a series of so-called basic transformations of the program text. We argue that the 
transformationa? approach is more fundamental, for i.t allows to describe mixed computation in 
all its variety and, moreover, to relate mixed computation to other kinds of program manipulation: 
execution, optiml.<ation, macroprocessing, synthesis. Such an integrated approach leads us to a 
transformational machine concept. 
1. Introduction 
1.1. The basic ide(z 
The author is afraid that this review paper slightly slips out of the prevailing 
style of TCS publicatiozls. The considerate persistency of the editor, however, has 
helped him to overcome this fear. On the other hand., the subject of the study is 
a convincing illustration to the rather actual thesis that programming badly needs 
a good theory whereas theory even now can greatly help practice. The author 
directly works on mirred computation about four years and is never tired to admire 
alt ‘the great power of this capacious notion. Mixed computation gives us an ideal 
example of how does an abstract concept become a key to discovery of the essence 
of many things in programming. This is especially true for compilation where mixed 
computation is really a principal notion. 
There are two approaches to the treatment of mixed computation: they may be 
termed functional and operational, respectively. 
The fwxYiona1 appmach. Let us have a program F which computes a function 
f (X, Y) (if X is a variable thken x is its value). We ale interested in a program Px 
which computes the function JO( Y) = f (x, Y). The program Px will be called a residual 
program, or projection of P onto X. A process which obtains a residual program 
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may be called a rnk d compututiun since its purely computational steps of processing 
the information x are intermitted by generative steps of constructing the residual 
program. 
The operational ai:lprok4& !L;. a program P be the source of a set C of elementary 
computational steps (computations) and let p be a partition of the set C into two 
disjoint components ,u : C -, C’ u C”. One of them, say C’, will be a sl:t of permissible 
computations and the other one, C”, will be a set of suspencibLe computations. 
Then mixed computation by a program P for a partition ~4 is a process which 
executes the permissible computations C’ and forms a residual program PW which 
has C” as itr set of computations. 
Ihe operihtional approach ICC&S to be more general thian the functional one, for 
the latter is easily expressed in terms of the first. Indeed, let in a program P(X, 1’) 
the first arg,.rment be bound by a value x and the second argument remained frece. 
Then the set C’ are those computations which depend solely on X and the 
complement: to them forms the set C”. Or contrarily, the sei: C” is (defined as a set 
of computations which anyhow depend on Y and C’ is taken as the complement 
to C’. In either case the corresponding residual program will compute the function 
fix, YT. 
I. 2. Exampfes 
FolIowing the line of informal treatment we shall demonstrate two concrete 
examples of mixe:d computation. Both examples are based on a source program 
which compute xn (integral n ) using the binary expansion of the powler but expressed 
in different formalisms. In both examples the goal of mixed computation is to 
obtain a residual program for x5 but the organization of mixed computation will 
be different: the computational approach in the first example and the transforma- 
tional one in the second will be adopted. 
The computational approach will be demonstrated in tJ\e formalism of programs 
with memo, y. The following program is natural for our function xn : 
Y 1; :ZS 
whflen>Odowhileevenndon:=n/2;x:=x’)o~;n:=n-1; 
y :- y . x od. 
Executing a program, the control extracts from it a sequence of executable 
computational steps. For deterministic computation this sequence is uniquely deter- 
mined by the initial data. En our case, the sequence does not depend on x but 
depends on n and, for n = 5 and any X, wiil have the form 
V := l;n>U+;evenn-;rt := n-l;y :=: y ax; (fi=4) 
n XI+; even ii+; n :== n/2; x := x2; (n =’ 2) 
even n+; n := p2/2; x := .x2; (vt = 1) 
evenn-;n:=n-l;y:-ylx; (n := 0) 
n XI-. 
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During ordinary computation each instruction from the sequence ic just executed, 
thus leading to the result. During mixed computation the control sorts potentia1l.y 
executable instructions into two categories: those that belong to C” are executed 
and those from C” form in a proper sequence the residual program. Obviously, 
the partition of C into C’ and C” cannot be arbitrary: a. suspended instruction i 
necessarily suspends any other instruction i’ which somehow ‘depends’ on i. The 
dependence of t’ on i can be either ‘informational’ (arguments of i’ depend on 
results of i) or ‘logical’ (executing or nonexecuting i’ depends on results of i). In 
our program, all instructions containing an occurrence of x’ and y (except for the 
first instruction y := 1) become suspended. Yet, though the first occurrence of the 
instruction y := y 9 x will be suspended because of X, thle term y in the source y 9 x 
may be evaluated (its value is equal to 1). Thus, we obtain the following partial 
computation : 
Y := l;n>O+;evenn-;n := n-l; 
n >O+; even n’; n := n/2; 
even n+; n := n/2; 
evenn-;n :=n-1; 
yt >o-; 
and the residual program: 
Y := 1 l x; x :s x2; x := x2; y := y . x. 
In our simplest case all predicates in the program happened to be: executable, 
thus making the residual program linear. A suspended jump j hauls into the residual 
program a whole ‘train’ of instructions logically dependirig on i. More precisely, 
the train is constituted by all potentially reachable from j instructions which precede 
the first inevitable successor of the jump j. Thus, if we wished to obtain a residual 
program, say 5”, then only y :== 1 appeared in the partial computation and the 
residual program were almost identical to the initial one: 
x=§;y=l; 
whilen>Odowhileevenndon :=n/2:,x :=x*od; 
n l - .-- n -kY := y l x od. 
Transformational approach is appropriate when gen\eral computation can be 
described as a collection cf program transformations. “We shall see further that 
such view of computation is quite universal so here we shall just refer to the 
known formalism for recursive programs which describes computation as a free 
application of the follow!ng transformation rules (they will be defined more 
precisely in Section 4): 
1. Instantiation (substituting an object in both sides of a function definition); 
2. Simplification (reducing a term to its value, deleting an alternative in a 
conditional term with the known predicate); 
3. Unfolding (replacing a function call by the instantiated function’s definition); 
4. Deletion of a non-used function defir,ition. 
In the recursive program formalism the following definition of A? may be given: 
p(x,n)=Ifn=Othenl 
e&e If even n then p*(x, n/2) else x l p(x, n - 1) fi fri,, 
Let us denote for the sake of brevity the right side of the definition by T(x, n), 
Then we shall show how to obtain a residual program for x5 (that is p(x, 5)) from 
pCx, n) hy a systematic application of the transformations l-4. In order to emphasize 
rsn.al character of the pr~*~~, --s we shall demonstrate it in all details. 
(1) p(n, n)== T(r, n). 
Instarrtiation of (1) by n = 5: 
(1) pk n) = 7Xx, nj, 
(2 j pfx, 5) = T(x, 5). 
SimpSificatiora, of (2): 
(1) P(X, n) = T(x, n), 
(2) p(x, 5) =x l p(x, 4). 
Izstatstiation of (1) ?J,,v n = 4 and subsequent simplification: 
(1) PCX, 4 = T(x, 4, 
(2) P(X, 5) = x l ptx, 4), 
(3) p(x, 4) = pyx, 2). 
Instzntiation of (1) by n = 2 and subsequent simplification: 
(2) B(X, 5) = x l P(X, 4), 
(3) pix, 4) = p*tx, 21. 
(4) P(X, 2) = P2(X, 1). 
Insta:ntiation of (1) by n = 1 and subsequent simplification: 
(1) ,p(x, 4 = Tbx, n), 
(2) Pk 5) = x l P(X, $1, 
(3) Pb, 4) = P2dX, a, 
(4) pix, 2) = p2(x, I), 
(5) p(x, 11 =x l p(x, 0). 
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Instantiation of (1) by n = 0 and subsequent simplification: 
(1) p(x, n) = T(x, n), 
(2) p(x, 5) =x ’ Pk 4), 
(3). p (nc, 4) = P2b, 3, 
(4) PC& 2) = P2k u, 
(5) pk 1) =x ’ pb, O), 
(6) Pb, 0) = 1. 
Deletion of non-used (1) and unfolding in (5) by (6): 
(1) Pk 5) =x ’ PC% 4), 
(2) Pk 4) = P2(& 39 
(3) Pk 2) = P2k 11, 
(4) Pk 1) =x l 1, 
(5) p(x, 0) = 1. 
Deletion of non-used (5) and unfolding in (3) by (4): 
(1) Pk 3= x ’ Pk 4), 
(2) Pk 4) = P2(,& 2), 
(3) p(x, 2) = (x ’ 1)2, 
(4) P(X, i)==~ a 1. 
Deletion of non-used (4) and unfolding in (2) by (3): 
(1) PC& 3 = x ’ Pk 4), 
(2) P(X, 4) = ((x l 02J2, 
(3) p(x, 2) -= (x ’ 1)2. 
Deletion of non-used (3) and unfolding in (1) by (2): 
(1) p(x, 5) =x l ((x ’ l)q2, 
(2) p(x, 4) = ((x ’ l)2)2. 
Deletion of non-used (2): 
(1) p(x, 5) =x l ((x l 1)2)2. 
The special feature of the transformational pproach is that there is no formal 
difkrence of conventional computation from mixed one: the process of transforma- 
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tion does not ‘know’ what kind of computation is being performed. It looks as if 
each step yields a residual program which is just reduced to the final result when 
the complete intormation processing takes place. 
1.3. ‘r;he genertil scheme 
Now we shall give the general scheme of the mixed computation definition. Let 
L = (D, P, V) be an algorithmic language, D = {d} subject domain, P = {p] set of 
programs, V : 10 x D + D (conventional) computation in L. Mixed computation in 
t is a mapping A4 : P x D x M + P x D with the following properties: 
M = {CL} is a set of parameters with a ‘mislimal’ 9_co and ‘maximal ru 1 e;jements, 
M(p, 4 EL(,) = (0,. Up, db) (0: empty program), 
Mp, 4 ttd = Cp, d), 
V( p, d ‘D = 3’ 0 M( p, d, p ) (0 : composition of mappings). 
The first and second components of A4 are called residual program and data 
respectively. The meaning of the parameter p may be different depending on a 
specific approach to organization of mixed computation. If, for example, D is 
representable as a direct product, then p is some factorization of D into’ a direct 
product D, x D2, p : D -, D, y D 2. In this case po:D+DxO and ~~:D+(oxD 
(here we llightly depart from the conventional notion of direct product allowing 
‘pairs’ with an absent component\. Let D1 and D2 be called bound (available) and 
Icue,? (unavailable) data, respectively. Let X and Y be variables with values from 
DI and D2, respectively. A program 12 E’ P becomes then a function ,p(X, 1y) of the 
two variables and the mixed computation for X equal to x and Y free is the 
obsaining of the residual program px as a function px (Y) of Y. Irx this case the 
residual program is termed a projection of the program p onto the bound part x 
of its arguments. The minimal 1,~ (~0) means that all data are available (no free 
arguments); the maximal p (~1) means that there is no data available (all arguments 
are free). 
According the operational aqroach the set C of computational steps may be 
broken down into executable C’ and non-executable C” steps (p. : C + C’ u C”). In 
this case p = ~0 means that C’ = C and p = ~1 means that C” = C. ,413~ fac:torization 
of the data induces a natural break-down of the computational steps: all unavailable 
data suspend all related fetch arld store instructions. 
2. Application of mixed comp&ation 
2.1. Obtaining mnin programm4 lg processors 
The most remarkable application of mixed computation is their use in compila- 
tion. Let L = (D, P, V) be m ; *f iplementation language which also be considered 
as the object language. This restriction is not principal. We will, furtheE*, consider 
to be factorizable into direct. f:actors =( are j:bound and 
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free parts, respectively. Mixed computation M(P, X, Y) is undclrstood as finding 
the projection p onto a value x of the bound part as a function p,(Y) of the free 
part Y. 
Let a source language I = (3, n, I+) is given from a class 3’ ... (Z, IB, .X). Here 
3 = (5) is the data domain of the language, I7 = {IT} is the set of i - i programs, and 
u is its semantics, i.e. a function a(R, 2) defining the result n(s) r..k the application 
of a program v to its input data Q: ~(6) = a($, 6). We are interest, d in compilation 
from 2 as #a representative from 2 in.to the object language L. Td. Ihis end we must 
be able to construct he following programs in the implementa:iorn language L: 
(i) for each progr,am T of the Eanguage 2 = (E’, I7, a! to fir!l;E 2:s ‘object code, i.e. 
such an ob E P that for any 6 E E’, oh(e) = V(E); 
I(ii) for any source language I = (2, III, a) to find its compiler, : t=. quch a C~VJ? EF 
that for arty 7r E II, comp(r, E) = oh(S); 
(iii) for the class 3’ = (2, I7, C) to find the compiler-compiler, i.2. such a cocom E 
P that for any 2 = (E, I7, a), cocom(a, fl, E) = comp(n, .!?). 
We shall start our development from having the following two programs in the 
language L: 
an interpreter of the language I, i.e. a program int(47,E) such that int(n; 4) = 
a( ;r,6) = ?r(T); 
am autoprojector of the language L, i.e. a program mix(P, X, Y) which performs 
mixed computation in L: 
mix(p, X, Y) = V(mix, (p, x, Y)) = M(p, x, Y) = px (Y). 
we call mix an autoprojector, for it computes program proje&Jns in the language 
in ivhich it has been itself written. 
Let us collect the required equations all together: 
Residual program definition: 
M(p, x, Y) =pxW); 
Residual program property: 
pk Y) = PAY); 
Autoprojector (mix(P, X, Y)) function: 
mix@, x, Y) =p,(Yk 
Interpreter (int(n, 3)) functiou; 
inth, 4) = 4% 
Object code (oh(E)) property: 
oh(t) = n(6); 
Compiler (comp(n, E)) property: 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) comp(n; E’) = ob(&; 
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Compiler compiler (cocom(Z; & .Z)) property: 
cor;:om(cr, l7 S) = comp(i1, Z). (7) 
In order to obtain the object code we shall apply the autoprojector to the 
interpreter Mth the program argument bound by the program 7r and data variable 
3 free, According the equation (shown in parentheses) we obtain 
dx(int, 97,s ) = (3) = i&(Z). (8) 
For any 6 we have 
Since ht., is a program in L we obtain according (5) that 
int,(E) := oh(S). (I) 
X%us, the objet: code is the projection of the interpreter onto the source program. 
In order to obtain the compiler we shall make the second argument in (8) free 
and compute it mixedly. This means (according (1) and (3)) that we compute mix 
with the following arguments: 
nr~{fi~Ex, int (plz 3)) = (3) = mix& l7,13). (9) 
For any n we have 
ml~,,(~, 3) = (2) = mlx(int, n, E) r= (8) = int,(E) = (I) = oh(X). 
Since mixi,( is a program in L we obtain according (6) that 
Thus, the compiler is the projection of the autoprojector onto the interpreter of 
the source language. 
Let now make in (9) one more generalization step: having made the second 
argument cf in the program mix free we shall compute it mixedly: 
qnix(mix, dx, (2, n, E) = (3) = mlxm~y(X, n, E). (10) 
For any int which implements ome CT E P: we have 
mix,&it, I& S) = (2) = mix(mix, int, (17,s)) = (9) 
= mix&Z, S)) = (II) = comp(n, E). 
Since. mix,,,h is a program in L we obtain according (7) that 
m&&X, Ii, 3) = cocom(*c, n, E). (III) 
Thus, the compiler-compiler is the projection of the autoprojector onto itself. 
Summing up (I), (II) and (III) we conclude that mixed computation is a funda- 
mental process which forms the basis of compilation. 
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Note, if we made in (10) one’ more generalization step in an attempt o evaluate 
mix(mix, mix(P, 2, II, 3)) 
we would obtain nothing intelresting, for the residual program will be the same 
mix,, and the opportunities of the first argument P will be restricted by the 
necessity to ‘understand’ the roles of the subsequent arguments. 
2.2. 7ke efficiency of mixed computation 
Even the preliminary study shows that mixed computation serve not only ‘to the 
conceptual basis of compilation but can play the role of an efficient technical 
instrument in compiler development and their functioning. A well-defined mixed 
computation which in a sense makes a maximal u:se of the information contained 
in the bound argument yields a rather efficient residual program. We show as an 
example, three-address object code (Ershov [lo]) of a source program written in 
MILAN - a simple structured programming language (Pagan 1231). The object code 
has been obtained as a residual program in a naturally defined scheme of mixed 
computation for a subset of ALGOL 68. 
The source program: 
read n; 
’ l - 2 0; .- 
while i < n do 
2 ‘:= i+l; 
read X, y ; 
ifx<Otben 
t := x+(Sxy); 
write 2 
fi od; 
write 2. 
The object code: 
in(n); 
l l - 
1 0; 
MI: II:= i<n; 
if 1 r 1 then goto M2 fi; 
r2 := : “5 1 ; 
1 * := r2; 
in(x); 
in(y); 
r3 := x<o; 
if lr3 then goto MM1 fi; 
r4:= sxy; 
r5 := x+r4; 
z := rs; 
out(r); 
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MMl: goto MM2; 
MM2: goto Ml; 
M2: out!:). 
As an example of obtaining compiler as the projection of autoprojlector onto 
interpreter we shall show a semantic procedure of the interpreter which elaborates 
the whiie-&-od statemeat (which in the MILAN abstract syntax as expressed in 
QLGOL tit3 notation is an object of mode while = struct(relation heading, ,aef 
series body)): 
groan WHILE = (Pef whife L) void: 
begin M 1: RELATION( he;ading of L) ; 
if ivalue of heading of L then goto M’2 fi; 
sERIEs(body of L); goto Ml; h&!: end 
afrd its map in the compiler: 
proc WHSLE = (ref while L> void: 
begin nM1 := copy(Ml); rtM2 := copy(M2); 
Ml: T(nM1); RELATroN(heading of L); 
nl := value of heading of L; T(if 1 r-z 1 then goto n M2 ii;); 
sERIEs(body of L); T(goto nM1;); 
M2: T(nM2:)end. 
Here cmpy is the operation of copying of a local program object, n 1, n 2 etc. are 
ritera! v/a,iables, T is a residual program generation statement which ‘prints’ values 
of literal variables concatenated with the embracing text. 
Any computation possesses an important property of selectivity: it extracts from 
a general program that unique instruction sequence which leads to the goal specified 
by the concrete input data. Mixed computation possesses the SFW selectivity leaving 
in the residual program only those operations which are necessary for processing 
the information assumed by the free variable and using completely the information 
contained in the bound variable. This results in that the object code possesses 
qualities which in the conventional compilation technique are provided by such 
intricate and expensive means as mixed strategy of compilation (Ershov [S]) and 
casing (Elson and Rake [7]). Let us take as an example the PL/I semantic procedurr; 
(Carter 133) which concatenates two strings. This procedure consists of 55 instruc- 
tions nf the internal anguage and requires 73 operations to execute the following 
fragment of a PL/L program: 
P: PROC QPTIGI iS (MAIN); 
DCL(B, C) CHAR(W), A CHAR(%)); 
A = BllC; END 
while the corresponding fragment of the object code obtained automatically from 
the interpreter by mixed computation will have the following form: 
Mixed computation 
Tl = IJ(9+ 1 BYTES) 
T2 = C(9 -I- 1 BYTES) 
A = T1(9+ 1 BYTE%) 
(:A: + 10) = T2(9 + 1 BYTES), 
(:A : + 20) = blank(0 -+ 1) BYTES) 
(:A: +21) = (:A: -t-20)(28+ 1 BYTES) 
The optimizing properties of mixed computation allow to implement ‘automati., 
tally’ such methods of program improvement as constant propagation, loc7p 
expansion, open procedure call, conditional compilation and some others. 
Mixed computation has a parameter p which characterizes, in particular, ihe 
degree of availability of the input data. The input data for an interpreter is the 
parsing tree of a source program rr containing its input data 6 among the terminal 
vertices of the palrsing tree. The value pa corresponds to a completely available 
parsing tree and fi :--contrariiy- to a completely unavai,lable parsing tree. There 
is also a value cc* which corresponds to the unavailability of the program input 
data only. The following results of mixed computation correspond to these values 
of the parameter p: 
Mint, h t’h ~0) = C0, VW, h, OH= [0, inth [)I = [0, w(p)]. 
Win4 h 6): P*) = Cob,(E), 51, 
Mjint, (n, 0, ~1) =[int(l7, E), (7r, &)I. 
Let us consider mixed computation as compile time computation and residual 
program execution as run time computation. We draw a graph (Fig. 1) which 
Fig. 1.. The ‘continuous’ spectrum of compilat;on schemes. 
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abricissa represents the parameter 1~ with its range from go to ~1 and ordinata 
shows the volume of compile time iand run time computation. Therr the relations 
above will be represented by six points at the graph. You may imagine a ‘continuous’ 
variation a$ the mixed computation parameter that will result in two curves for 
computation volume shown at the graph (together with their sum). It might be said 
t’kat this graph represents all imaginable compilation schemes differing by the 
depth of the interpretation of the source program constructs. For example, if all 
occurrences of the basic statements will be considered as unavailable, then we shall 
obtain t5e so called semi-interpretive compilation scheme. A compilation scheme 
which minimizes (cc = popt) the total volume of computation may be sought. 
The relation alone between mixed computation and compilation is sufricient o 
realize the importance of that notion and the necessity of its study. It becomes 
even more evident if to remember that compilation in the broad sense is not only 
compiler writing methods but also many other issues in programming related to 
program generation. As an example of very broad and practic’ally important 
problem the automated adaptation of application packages to specific values of 
their parameters is worth to be mentioned. A more detailed analysis of 
practicil uses of mixed computation may be found in [lo] and Beckman et al. [2]. 
We shall ccinclude with one more interesting example of the application of mixed 
computation in compilation, this time in its syntactic phase. 
As it is known, a universal parser for a class {G} of grammars is a function 
P(G, s) of two variables, a lang,uage grammar G and an input string s. Let us take 
a universal parser and subject is. to a mixed computation with G given and the 
input string s free. The computation will result in a project& P&f) of the parser 
onto the given grammar that is natural to be considered ‘xs a parser especially 
oriented to the given grammar. Thus, mixed computation gives US a systematic 
procedure for constructing language-oriented parsers whi& =.vere characteristic for 
first-generation compilers. 
Construction of language-oriented parsers by means of mixed computation 
studied by Ostrovsky [22]. He has observed an interesting phenomenon. Usually, 
a universal parser is a ve:ry carefully written program, hardly improvable. On the 
other hand, this parser is necessarily redundant with respect to any particular 
grammar. Mixeid computation partially eliminates this redundancy and partially 
reveals it to subsequent optimization, which would be impossible in the universal 
analyzer. 
3, Geulcral theory o.! mixed wmputation 
3.1. Mhd comnutation in the theory of computable functions 
Obtaining a residual program as the projection fx ( 1’) of a program which computes 
a function f( V) onto the bound part x of its arguments i  a proms!; well known 
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in the theory of computable functions. It was Kleene [19, Section 65, Theorem 
XXIII] who first studied this fact which is known in the modern literature as the 
s-m-n-theorem (see, e.g. Rogers [26]). 
S-m-n-Theorem. Let Un(.xO, x1, . . . , x,) be a uniztersal function for all partial recur- 
sive functions of n variables. Then for every n and m (n, m -2 0) there exists a general 
recursive functiolr s,” (x0, x 1, . . . , xm ) such that for every function f (x 1, . . . ) xm + ,, ) with 
the index Nf the following identity holds : 
ml 9.**9 xm+n) = u”‘+“(i++, XI, . . , , ;t’m+-n ) 
= U”(s:(Nf, x1,. . . , xm), .x,,,.+l,. . 
l 9 d m-l-n Y ). 
In our terminology, s,“(xo, x1,. , . ,x,i is a mixed computation which yields the 
index of the residual program as a function of the index of the given function and 
its first (bound) arguments. The fundamental role of the s-m-n-theorem is well 
known and accentuaeed by many authors. For programming, however, the s-m-n- 
theorem in its traditional form can play only as a Eunda~ental fact but not as a 
constructive means, for the assumed in it mixed computation is rather trivial: it 
consists of only in substituting iven constants xl, . . . , xm for the occurrences of 
the corresponding arguments in the program Nf 
3.2. Mixed computation and translatability 
The s-m-n-theorem, assuming a special kind of mixed computation, plays a 
recognizable role in the study of mutual reducibility of computable function enumer- 
ations. The connection of mixed computation with translatability of one language 
into another (which is essentially the same as reducibility of one enumeration to 
another) has been established in a more general and explicit form by Uspenskv 
[34] (for the s-m-n-theorem) and Suslov [31] (for mixed computation). 
Below and to the end of the paragraph all functions will be considered to be 
monadic functions of tuples of various length and the algebraic symbolism of maps 
and their compositions will be used; @ is the class of computable functions. 
A language L = (D, P, Vj, where D is a subject domain, P a set of programs, 
and V : P x D + D an evaluator, is called universal if 
VfE@3pEP:hxV(p,x)=f. 
Let another language L1 = (Dl, PI, VI) be given. The language L1 is translatable 
.into C if there exist total functions t : PI + P, r : D1 -, D and K : D + D1 such that 
he diagram 
PXV- vD 
in commutative. 
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An hjection p : D + 0 x D is called a partition and a mapping G 
V at’o(Gxe&(epxp) 
(hen: e&p is the identity mapping D -sr B). As an example, we show to the reader 
how the right-hand composition is expanded: 
(ep x p)(p, d) = (p, p&O, p&W, 
A universal anguage L, is called main if any language is translatable into it. 
The *proof of the only-if-part constructs for the given partition a language El 
which, being translatabie into L, provides a generator suitable for the construction 
of a correct mixed computation. 
The proof of the if-part actually repeats, in an appropriate arrangement, he 
construction of obtaining the object code as a projection of the interpreter (here 
the universality is used) onto the source program. 
Thus, we see that the connection with translation is an inherent property of 
mixed computation. 
3.3, Generating exten.sion 
One more view of pranslatability properties of mixet1 computation may be useful 
for progammers, L/zt a mixed computation M(P, D,, M) be given for some language 
L = (ZP, P, V). Let, further, there exist some natural representation of program 
texts in-the objec$ domain. It will be necessary for representing the mix program 
in L and, in general, allow us not to treat generators eparately from the general 
class of programs. L,et us define formally a genera,ting extension G: P x M + P as 
such a transformation for which the following identity holds: 
In other words, the generating extension G( p, ,u) of the program p in the ordinary 
computation mode does the same that p does in thle mixed computation mode with 
the ssimc? JL From thlis definition it becomes evidently clear that the compiler is the 
generhng extension of the interpreter and the relation mixi,* = camp is immediately 
geners4ized ant9 any generating extension: 
miqk.d = WP, ~1. (IV) 
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3.4. Depth and safety of mixed computation 
Even when p is specified, mixed computation may be defined by many ways. 
Let us make it clear by a simple example. Let 
, 
pky,d= 
w-Y+z)~y 
2 . 
i!( --z)*x+f-*x2 
Y 
Let, further, (y9 t) be the bound part with y = 4, z = 2 and x be the free part. For 
expressions which are just terms mixed computation consists of only in term 
reduction, i.e. substituting a term by its computed value. The simplest mixed 
computation is substituting bound variables by constants: 
P??(X) = 
(x+4+2)*4 
(4-2)*X+5y 
This, roughly, corresponds to the residual program in the s-m-n theorem. We rnay, 
for example, restrict ourself by a one-step term reduction and obtain some inter- 
me.diate residual program: 
P::(x) = 
(x+6)*4 
4 l x2’ 
2*x+4 
Finally, we may obtain, in a sense, a minima? residual program in which no further 
reductions are possible: 
Pan (d 
(x:&6)*4 =---- 
29+1*x” 
This program may be optimized using some additional transformation rules: 
Leaving aside for a moment optimization problems, we shall discuss the problem 
of direct reducibility. It is obvious that we maximally un1oa.d the residual program 
requiring the evaluation of every expression with available operands during mixed 
computation. Such a requirement, at least, makes the problem of the depth of 
mixed computation completely determined. It is done exactly that way in many 
cases. I-Iowever, along this way a well-known obstacle arises which makes mixed 
computation unsafe. Let us consider at Fig. 2 a traditional fragment of an operating 
system which checks the job queue. 
If we subjected this program to tFe mixed computation with job queue suspended 
but with the requirement to perform anything performable, then the mixed compu- 
tation will fall into the continuous loop of the memory test. 
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1 IS THERE A JOB IN THE QUEUE? 1 
Fig. 2 
Thus, we see that in the genc;ral case the correctness of mixed computation is 
expressed by the inclusion V E: V 44 and only a special care provides the safe 
computation where V = V 0 M. 
The contradiction between depth and safety of mixed computation is a real one, 
ires a careful balancing of i%s properties and is net yet properly studied. 
b.5. .%&cd comprtation in 61 language of structured programs with 
memory and assignments 
The MILAN language is defined over a given object domain, a finite set of basic 
total functions of given arities, a countable set of variables amI constants. The 
struciure of the language is rather simple: 
(;>rogram) : := (series) 
(series) : : = (statement) 1 (statement); (series) 
(assignment) : : = (destination variable) := (source term j 
(alternative) : : = if(condition term)then(series)else 
(series)fi 
(loop) : : = while(condition term)do(series)od. 
A MILAN program operates on a fixed set of variables which constitute the 
program memory. The program maps a memory state into a memory state. The 
mixed computation parameter splits the memory into free a.nd bound parts. It will 
be convenient for us to call these parts frozen and available (unfrozen) parts, 
respectively. A program is considered as a source of executable statements which 
are fetched in sequel by the control unit (control). A statement fetched by the 
control may happen to be suspended. No statement is suspended at the initial 
moment. A statement may be executed either normally or ZiteraZZy when the 
statement is concatenated to the residual program (empty at the initial moment). 
The main computational operation is a term reduction, i.e. replacing the term by 
d constant, which is equel to its value. 
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Assignment execution. The source term is reduced. Available arguments are 
constants and unfrozen variables. If the source has been reduced to a constant, the 
destination is not frozen and the statement is not suspended then the assignment 
is executed normally. Otherwise, the statement is executed literally, i.e. is con- 
catenated (with the r’educed source) to the residual program, the destination is 
declared to be frozen and the control fetches the next statement from the program. 
Alternative execution. The condition term is reduced. If it has been reduced to 
a const? 2: (true or false), then the control fetches the first statement of the 
corresponding series. Otherwise all its constituents are declared to be suspended 
and the alternative itself is executed literally, i.e. if and the reduced condition are 
concatenated to the residual program and the control fetches its then. 
Then execution. It is skipped when executed normally and is concatenated to the 
residual program when executed literally. The control always fetches the next 
statement. 
Else execution. It is skipped when executed normally with the control fetching 
to the statement next to the fi concluding the corresponding alteriqative. When 
executed literally, it is concatenated to the residual program and the control fetches 
the next statement. 
Fi execution. Same as then. 
Loop execution. The condition term is reduced. If it is true and the loop is not 
suspended, then the control fetches its do. If it is false, then the control fetches 
the statement next to the loop. Otherwise all constituent statements of the loop 
are suspended and the loop is executed literally. 1.._ . whtile and the reduced condition 
are concatenated to the residual program and the control fetches its do. 
Do execution. Same as then. 
Od execution. It is skipped when executed normally and the control fetches its 
while. When executed literally, it is concatenated to the residual program and the 
control fetches the next statement. 
It is rigid but safe mixed computation scheme. The correctness i  exceedingly 
provided by a mononious expansion of frozen variables. The reliability is provided 
by the prohibition of the normal execution of all loop occurred in the train of a 
suspended branching. On the other hand, terms are reduced whenever possible. A 
more detailed analysis of information connectives and variable duplication would 
allow to execute normally many suspended assignments. 
Several mixed computation algorithms for unstructured ALGOL-like programs 
may be found in Ershov and Itkin [15]. 
4. Transformational approach 
4. I. Program manipulation 
So far, we studied mixed compstation, so to say, in itself. On the other hand, a 
relation of mixed computation to other kinds of program manipulation was obvious 
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from the very beginning. The author, Etir example, was highly impressed to observe 
how mixed computation ‘provokes’ an optimization of the residual program which 
would be impossible in the initial one. Now we extend maximally the context of 
our treatment, 
Without much doubt it can be said that programming almost exclusively consists 
of the following kinds of program manapulation: 
Program execu3ion. 
Pr0gra.w compilation. 
Program development. It can be considered as a systematic process of the trans- 
formation of the existence theorem VX 3y S[x, y) and its proof into a program 
p(X) which delivers y in question as p(x): 
vx 3y S(x, y) + p(X): vx S(x, P(d). 
Progum optimization. 
Program translation. We distinguish it from compilation relating translation 
to situations when computational models of source ;and object programs are 
essentially different: recursive-iterative, applicative-with memory, sequential-- 
paralfel. 
Program assentbEing. A broad class of manipulation comprising assembling 
proper, macroprocessing, editing, work with libraries, etc. 
Program complex generation. A variety of manipulations providing adaptation of 
a multipurpose program complex to specific conditions of its application. 
In practice, all these processes, possessing as common as different features, 
form each its own scope of concept and techniques with its own literature and 
methods. Qn the other hand, ‘ev:n if to agree about their differences, we can 
observe that practical work with programs requires a combined application of 
the mentioned processes with full control of their cumulative effect on the 
program. 
Last years there appears a conviction that all these processes of program manipu- 
lation are in a great extent supported by a relatively small number of elementary 
transformations of the program text. These transformations-we shall call them 
basic transformations--are of fundamental character. Each of them reflects some 
essential fact of information processing and all of them-taken as a whole-allow 
:O express and prove any program processor. 
Of course, what has just been said is much more a hypothesis than a confirmation 
of the achieved. It is a long way to the general theory 06 program manipulation 
and only fragments of such a theory can be found in the literature,, 
Our goal is to demonstrate basic transformation systems for two simple but useful 
program mod,&. These systems describe a sufficiently broad class of program 
manipulations including program execution, mixed computation and optimization. 
The theoretical study of the systems is far from to bae completed though some 
itmportant facts have been established. 
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4.2. Basic transformations for recursive programs 
Let us remind briefly the recursive program formalism. The basic alphabet of 
terms contains countable sets of constants, formal parameters and defined functions 
and finite sets of func::tional nd predicate symbols. The class of general terms 
consists of ordinary functional and predicate terms and also of conditional terms 
(7~1 71 1 TV) where T is a predicate term and ~1, 72 are general terms. A recursive 
program is a term (main program) supplemented by a finite set of equations f(A) = 7 
where f is a defined function symbol, A a tuple of argument erms and r a general 
term of the function body. 
Basic transformations for recursive programs (system R!). 
1. Term reduction (Constant expansion ) 
t-7=c 
(here T is a term, c a constant equal to the value of the term, P(T) a program P 
with an occurren%e of the term a). 
2. UnconditioniEg (Conditioning) 
(a) (true I 71 I 72) - 75 ; 
(b) (false I r1 172) - ~2. 
3. Double check removal (Double check introducing) 
(a) <~l<rrl~1172)171)~(~17117~); 
tb) (n’l711(~!72173))~(~1711~~). 
4. Defining (Deletion) 
if occurs in P & t-f (A) = T 
P-Pu{f(A) = 7) l 
5. Instantiation (Absorption > 
P(fW = r(X)) 
P-Pu(f(T)=r(T)] 
(here X = (x-1, . . . , x,) are 
are terms). 
formal parameters of the function f and T = (tl, . . . , t,,) 
6. Unfolding (folding) 
P(jqT) = 7(T)) 
P(f(T))-P$(T))’ 
Note that all transformations are reversible. Names of reverse transformations 
are given in parentheses and an asterisk is used when a reverse transformation is 
referred to by its number. 
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For the description of any variant of ordinary evaluation of recursive programs 
three transformations are sufficient: reduction, instantiation and unfolding for 
function; deletion and absorption for garbage co%lection. It is known that a certain 
discipline of their application provides computation of the least fix-point of a 
recursive program. 
Let us show as a bit-less trivial example mixed computation of Akkerman’s 
function A(x, y ) for x = 3. We shall denote A(3, y) = exp(y), A(2, y) = mult(y), 
A(1, y) := add(y). The computation steps for Akkerman’s function with completely 
bound arguments wiil be skipped. Transformation to rules will be referred to by 
their numbers. As it is known: 
A(x, y)=(x =Oly+ll(y =O(A(x--1&x, y--W)). 
Let the right-hand part be ar(x, y). Here is the transformation sequence: 
(a) A(3, Y) + 5. in (b) with x = 3 yields(c); 
!b) A(x, y) =4x, y) 1. in (c) with 3 = 0 = false and 3 - 1= 2 yields (c). 
4. yields (dj + 
(a) A13, y) + 5. in (Cs) with y = y - 1 yields (e) + 
(b] A(?:, -4 = Q(X, y) 
W 43,yJ=(y=+W, UIA(WW,y-1))) 
(d) expiy) := A(3, y) 
(al 4-9, y) --, 6*. in (c) with (e) yields (c); 
(b) A(x, y) == 4x, y) 5*. with (e) and (dj yields 8; 
(c) A@,y)=(y=U]A(2, UIA(&A($y-1))) 6*. in (a) with (d) yields (a) + 
(d) exp(y) =A(3, y) 
(e) exp(y - 1) = A(3, y -. 1) 
(a) e-xp(.y) + 6, in (d) with (c) yields (c) 
(b) A& y; = 4~ Y) 4*. with (d) yields P)+ 
(c) ~.(3, y) = (y = fllA(2, l&4(2, expty - 1))) 
f4 expty) = A(39 y) 
ba) t=qW 
W Ak y)=dx, Y? 
4 
(c) exp(y) = (y = OIA(2, l)lA(2, expo! - 1))) 
After similar manipulativns with A(2, y) + 
ic) exp(~ J = (y = OlA(2, l)lmult(exp(y - 1))) 
(d) mu4t(y)=(y=OIA(i, l)IAll,mult(y-l)))+ 
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Finally, after processing A( 1, y) and deleting the non-used (b) + 
(W exp(y) = (Y = 0 IACLl) 1 mult(exp(y - 1))) 
(c) mult(y) = (y = OIA(1, l)ladd(mult(y - 1))) 
(d) add(y)==(y=0]2]acdd(y-l)+l). 
Ershov [11 J has shown that there exists a discipline of the application of thz 
basic transformations which provides correct and safe mixed computation in a 
similar formalism but without explicit use of the instantiation rule. 
The system R is, in principle, well known. Moreover, recursive program manipula- 
tion is easier formalizable due to the applicative character ;;f the ‘language. However, 
its theory also has some gaps. In particular, recursive program optimization has 
been studied rather superficially. Still, no convenient invariant is found which would 
be used as a base for the concept of a decidable equivalence and the proof of the 
completeness of the system with respect o that equivalence. 
4.3. Basic transformations for programs with memory 
While the transformational approach to recursive program evaluation is con- 
sidered to be generally accepted, the author knows no publication on ALGOL-like 
programs where something similar were described. On the other hiand, transforma- 
tions of sequential programs with memory were studied rather intensively, 
especially, in the purpose of optimization. It turns out that it is suficient to add 
the term reduction rule to these transformations in order to obtain a ‘transforma- 
tional semantics’ of programs with memory. Not going into the full generality we 
shall present a system of basic transformations which is sufficient for the description 
of normal and mixed computation in the MILAN language (slightly extended). First, 
we shall introduce one notion. Two occurrences, xr (result) and xa (argument), of 
a variable x are informationally connected if a statement A which takes xa is 
reachable from a statement R which yields xr by a path which contains no statements 
yielding X. The information flow graph for the variable x Zs a directed graph which 
vertices are occurrences of x into the program and arcs :.x~, x ) connect informa- 
tionally connected occurrences. The set of occurrences of x which belong to one 
component of the information flow graph is called a region D, of x 
Basic transformations for programs with memory (system IUI). 
1. Term reduction (Constant expansion) 
2. Unconditioning (Conditioning) 
(b) if false then sl else ~2 fi-~2. 
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Loop expansion (Loop convolution ) 
whtle w do s od - if w Ithen s ; while w do s od fi. 
Region separation (Region joining) 
7 y occiltrs in P 
P(D,:) - P(D,)’ 
Source substitution (Redundant expression elimination ) 
3!(x,, x,) 
7;i;;, := I?, x,) - P(x, := E, E)’ 
Deleting (Loading) 
ix, occurs in P 
p(x := E)-P(P))’ 
Let us remember our power program and introduce abbreviations for its two 
toops: 
y :=l;whilen>Odowhilendo~~:=n/2;x:=x2~d;n:=n-1;y:=y*xod. 
5 
z 
1 
L- dod _I 
i- DOD I 
We sRalI now describe how to obtain the residual program for x5 by the trans- 
formations from system Ml : 
:== l;DQD+3 withDOD+ 
:=l;%fn>Qthendod;n:=n-l;y:=y~x;DODfi+land2 
with n >O+ 
:= l;dod;n := n- l;y:=y*x;DOD+3withdod, 
1 and 2 with even n + 
:= l;n :=n-1;;7 :=y-x:DOD+lwithn=5,4(y+z)+ 
:= l;n =4;y := z l x;DOD+Swithz-, 
:= 1; n := 4;y := P l x;DOD+dwithz := l+ 
:= 4; y := l*x;DOD+ 
We have singled out the first instruction of the residual program which corre- 
sponds to n = 5 and made n equal to 4. Repeating a similar series of transformations 
we obtain: 
Y :=l*xln:=2;x:=~~;dod;y:= y*x;n:=n-l;DOD-, 
Y := 1. x;x := x';n := 1;~ := x";dod; y := y*x;n:=n-l;DOD+ 
Y :=l*x;x:=x’;x:=~~;y:=ylx;n:=O;DOh)-, 
Y := 1 'x;x := x2;x :=x2; y := y l x* 
The general principle is, hopefully, obvious. Sche,ma tranformations combined 
with unconditioning form in front of the program an instance of the executed 
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assignment, Region separstion selects the individual informlation connection real- 
ized by the assignment destination and allows to transfer the source into the 
program. The assignment statement is then deleted. An irreducible statement is 
passed by and becomes a component of the residual program. 
Contrary to recursive programs, basic transformations for programs with memory 
have been reasonably well studied, especially in the purpose of optimization. System 
f&fl is actually a fragment of a more general transformation syss:em described by 
Sabelfeld [28]. This system is complete with respect to the logic-termal equivalence 
and decides this equivalence in polynomial time (Sabelfeld [30]>. This system has 
enabled to describe in exact terms a series of useful optimizations: memory 
economy, redundant expression elimination, loop cleaning (Sabelifeld [29]). 
4.4. Problems in the transformational approach 
The transformational approach brings nondeterminism into program manipula- 
tion and all related problems. One of them is the completeness problem for the 
basic transformations either with respect to an externally defined result of ahe 
manipulation or with respect to an equivalence definition. A problem of single- 
valuedness of the result arises which was alreaLdy studied for a fragment of system 
Iw (see Rosen [27]). The transformational approach may find its own way to treat 
already mentioned important concepts of safety and reliability of program manipula- 
tion. Finally, aesthetical considerations and pursuit to most elementary but :still 
meaningful concepts of program manipulation will stimulate the study of indepen- 
dence and simplicity of basic transfo*mations. A more applied problem is descrip! ion 
of higher level transformations in terms of basic transformations. 
4.5. Transformational machine 
The author believes in usefulness of the concept of a transformational machine 
as an integrated device which has the basic transformations as its instruction set 
and program proces:;ors as its programs. The subject domain of the transformational 
machine is program texts and their data. Again, as in von Neumann machine, we 
do not distinguish program and its data but now, so to say, we do that on a higher 
level when a program and its data are equally processed by a program processor, 
Implementation of a program processor as a program for the transformational 
machine possesses an interesting semantical feature. Its any single instruction-that 
is a basic transformation-incapsulates some minimal meanin,gful action since it 
preserves an invariant of the da,ta-namely, the processed program semantics. As 
a cansequence, the problem of correctness of a program processor appears to be 
just the halting problem. A compiler having bleen programmed as a transformer 
of the source language interpreter in terms of the basic transform: lions will, if 
terminates, always correct since at any moment it maintains a versl3n of object 
code:. This property raises significantly the reliability of programming for the 
tran!;formational machine. It seems interesting to study fixed points of transforma- 
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tional machine programs as situations when all transformations become inappli- 
cable. 
A quite different-but no less interesting-problem is a hardware implementation 
of the transformational machine. But if not to speculate it wi!l be sufficient o say 
that the transformational machine concept will be undoubtedly useful for a more: 
definite problem statement on the efficiency of program manipulation by basic 
transformations. 
5. References 
In this section references will be given to independent works related to the 
subject but not yet mentioned in the course of the account. 
The concept of mixed computation as a combination of data processing and 
storing non-executable instructions for subsequent computation when the corre- 
sponding data will be available comes to a methodological work by Lombardi [20]. 
A constructive implementation of that idea in LISP (Lombardi and Raphael [21]) 
lead to the term ‘partial evaluation’ which is still used in the literature. The functional 
approach to the obtaining of a residual program in the Refal language was described 
by ‘I’urchin [32]. The term ‘mixed computation’ and the operational approach to 
the obtaining of a residual program was proposed by Ershov [9]. The author prefers 
‘mixed computation’ because this term is based on a more general concept ‘con+uta- 
tion’ than ‘evcluation’ and better emphasizes the combined character of the compu- 
tation result: memory state and residual program. 
The obtaining of object code as a projection of interpreter on object program 
was independently found by Futamura [16], Ershov [9] and Turchin [33]. The 
definition of compiler as a generating extension of interpreter was given b:y Ershov 
[a]. The idea of the definition of compiler by means of autoprojector is due to 
Turchin (Refal [25]). This idea renorted to the author by S.A. Romanenko in 
December 4976 made it possible to establish the equivalence of the generating 
extension to the autoprojector projecting. Implicitly, this idea was anticipated by 
Futamura [161. 
Another approach to obtaining compiler systematically from interpreter by a 
series of optimizing transformations was independently found by Ershov [13] and 
I-Iarrison [l7]. The actual equivalence of these methods and that based on mixed 
computation becomes obvious in the light of the transformational pproach. The 
concept of a ‘continuous’ spectrum of compilation schemes is taken from Ershov 
and Chinin [Ml. The importance of the train as a structural unit of program analysis 
was established by Itkin [18]. 
This paper is partially based on a talk delivered by the author to the French-Soviet 
colloquium held att IRIA. in Paris, October 2-81978, The transformational pproach 
to the description of program processors i treated tn accordance with a recent alk 
by the author Ershov [12]). This approach was as10 considerably influenced by 
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works of Prof. EL. Bauer’s group at Munich Technical University (Bauer [l], 
Pepper [24]), by Darlington and Burstall [S] and especially by Darlington [4] (where 
system R has been borrowed fromj and by already mentior’ed works by the 
Experimental Compiler Group from IBM Research Center in Yorktown Heights 
and by Sabelfeld’s works on program scheme transformation. 
6. Condusion 
Starting our study with mixed computation we have actually focused our dis- 
cussion onto the transformational approach to program manipulation. The author 
is deeply confident that an identification of the system of basic transformation in 
the implementation language will allow us to unify program processors to prove 
them and-most important !-to apply them in combinations previously im- 
possible. 
The transformational approach is not just a conglomerate of many techniques 
but forms a certain direction in both, theory and technology of programming. This 
direction is yet far from its ultimate formation but quite a few recent works 
constructively support the desire to invent a reai! ‘algebra of programs’ which would 
express in a symbolic form the essentials of programming. 
We elaborate this thought in relation to software engineering on the example of 
the search for an ideal systems programming language (SPL) which would be used 
as a base for various tools and instrumental systems. 
Firstly, a good SPL must have a rather transparent structure such that the 
underlying mathematical model (into which the system of basic transformations 
will be incorporated) -would be easily extracted from the program text and, in the 
iiimits of appropriate abstractions, would be adequate to the latter. 
Secondly, we should write in SPL not monolitic program processors but rather 
‘10 have an instrumental system which is based on a ‘transformational machine’ 
with plenty of tools: library of higher level transformations, templates for program 
processors and various assembling and editing aids. In combination with the interac- 
tive work mode and knowledge representation system (in order to accumulate 
“non-naive’ -see Dijkstra [6]-information about proper application of transforma- 
tions) such a multico:nponent instrumental system will possess both flexibility and 
power and provide that combined action on a program which we have discussed 
in the paper, 
The author has started with an expression of hope that we are going to mar’ry 
theory and practice in programming. Perhaps, the most actual, urgent and promising 
problem now is the development of a good mathematical model of a reai program- 
ming language. Such a language having been equipped with a precise mathematical 
semantics and a complete basic transformation system will be a good approximation 
to the ‘ideal’ implementation language and a solid fundament of software 
engineering. 
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